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Date:  
Student:  
Topic: Technologically dependent 

Materials: a tablet board with sticky word ordering, WhatsApp conversation on tong twister 
hand out, double sided game board evolving around actions using technology for articles. 
 
1. Techno Chit-chat: (5 min)       (Speaking/Listening) 
Description: The teacher asks the student several questions about why people like/dislike 
technology in general. 
Reason: To introduce the topic 

 
2. What's on TV? : (10 min)       (speaking/ reading) 
Description: The teacher and the student will practice talking about time and dates using a 
TV program. Ss has to say when the program is schedule and when the movie was released. 
Reason: S has challenges talking about time and years. 
 
3. Talking about living in the Matrix: (10 min)    (speaking/listening) 
Description: Conversation on how our lives dependent on technology, talking about the good 
and the bad points and making a parallelism with the movie The Matrix. (watching the movie 
prior to this lesson could have been a homework assignment) 
Reason: S lacks fluency on the topic.   
 
4. Tongue twixting: (10 min)       (reading/ speaking) 
Description: Using a WhatsApp conversation the student will practice the pronunciation of 
the letter –s-. (here I had chosen specific tongue twister and written then on a WhatsApp 
template to make it look like the conversation. I also plastified it that way I was able to write 
on it with a whiteboard marker and still reuse it in the future) 
Reason: S has challenges saying -s- at the end of words and when the S is at the beginning 
of a word followed by a consonant. 
 
5. Learning tablets: (10 min)       (reading/ writing) 
Description: The teacher places 1 adjective of each type on the tablet and in the correct 
order. Once the student understands the correct order (opinion, size, age, shape, colour, 
origin, material, purpose), Ss practices creating sentences using at least 3 different types of 
adjectives per sentence. 
Reason: S has challenges reproducing the correct adjective order. 
 
6. Pronouns and ladders: (15 min)      (reading/ speaking) 
Description: S and T play snakes and ladder. There are 3 colours on the board. Each colour 
represents a different type of question or task (involving articles). When the student lands 
on a box, he takes a card of that colour and only gets the point if the answer is correct. (I do 
not have it any more. I think I lost it. You could find the board and Pinterest or even hand 
draw it. For the cards, yellow could be “decide if there is a mistake”, blue could be “fill in the 
blanks with eh correct article” and yellow could be to just talk using articles appropriately) 
Reason: S is has trouble identifying when to use articles and which ones. 


